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 Description  Description 

Belt Organizer, 3 Pack Fabric Drawer Organizer forBelt Organizer, 3 Pack Fabric Drawer Organizer for

Belts Ties, Belt Organizer for Closet, 7 Grids TieBelts Ties, Belt Organizer for Closet, 7 Grids Tie

Organizer for Closet and Drawer, Foldable Belt TieOrganizer for Closet and Drawer, Foldable Belt Tie

HolderHolder

Our belt organizer for drawer is larger than the others. Length 15.75 inches, width 5.31 inches,Our belt organizer for drawer is larger than the others. Length 15.75 inches, width 5.31 inches,
height 5.12 inches, each compartment width is about 2.25 inches, suitable for storing moreheight 5.12 inches, each compartment width is about 2.25 inches, suitable for storing more
sizes of belts, not easy to deform and easy to put in.sizes of belts, not easy to deform and easy to put in.
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7 GRIDS BELT ORGANIZER7 GRIDS BELT ORGANIZER

Each belt organizer has 7 grids, and there are a total of 21 grids in 3 packs, one grid one item,Each belt organizer has 7 grids, and there are a total of 21 grids in 3 packs, one grid one item,
so you can see all your belt styles at a glance and keep everything looking well organized. Noso you can see all your belt styles at a glance and keep everything looking well organized. No
fumbling, easy to pick and save your valuable time!fumbling, easy to pick and save your valuable time!

MULTIFUNCTIONAL ORGANIZER?Snuggles Into Your Drawer:MULTIFUNCTIONAL ORGANIZER?Snuggles Into Your Drawer:

VERSATILE CLOSET ORGANIZER: The tie organizer is perfect for organizing your belt, ties,VERSATILE CLOSET ORGANIZER: The tie organizer is perfect for organizing your belt, ties,
cosmetics, office supplies and other products in your closet or drawer. Perfect for readingcosmetics, office supplies and other products in your closet or drawer. Perfect for reading
room, office desk, bedroom, drawers, living roomroom, office desk, bedroom, drawers, living room

Easy to StorageEasy to Storage

 This belt holder organizer is light in weight, small in size, and foldable. You can quickly assemble this This belt holder organizer is light in weight, small in size, and foldable. You can quickly assemble this
drawer organizer by inserting the supported PP board. And you can fold it when you don't need itdrawer organizer by inserting the supported PP board. And you can fold it when you don't need it
without taking up your drawer space.without taking up your drawer space.

ECO & USER-FRIENDLY NONWOVEN FABRICECO & USER-FRIENDLY NONWOVEN FABRIC

The tie organizer for drawer are made of PBT fabric, which is moisture-proof and very durable.The tie organizer for drawer are made of PBT fabric, which is moisture-proof and very durable.
The square boards are made of PP (Polypropylene), which is high heat-proof, smooth andThe square boards are made of PP (Polypropylene), which is high heat-proof, smooth and
light.light.
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